About Block

Block is a series of modular acoustic tiles that add sound control in a customizable, easy-to-install wallcovering system. Available in sixteen standard shapes that assemble independently or in combination, Block tiles are 100% Wool Design Felt mounted to a über-thin acoustic substrate. Add to the mix 63 wool felt color options and this customizable tile collection allows for endless configurations and one-of-a-kind sound softening solutions that install wall-to-wall or in small areas. Tiles install easily with heavy-duty construction adhesive while providing sound absorption disguised as graphic pattern, natural texture, and saturated or subdued color.

Simple in conception but limitless in creativity, our collaborators have had wildly different takes on Block. The ARO Collection focuses on sharp angles and interesting geometries that combine to reveal the wall below. Whereas, the Eva Zeisel Collection takes inspiration from the iconic ceramic designer’s room dividers and glazed tiles with curvilinear forms nesting together to create soft, fluid patterning. Rounding out the line is a series of straightforward shapes that provide big impact and may combine to create complex patterning.

Reuse, repurpose, and recycle are the name of the game. Block arose out of a need to find a use for post-industrial remnant material at FilzFelt’s manufacturing facility. This remnant material generated from CNC cut products and projects tends to be narrow strips that require smaller or modular products (just perfect for Block!) This flexible and design-minded collection of acoustic tiles uses at least 25% post-industrial remnant felt and acoustic substrate making them big on patterning as well as good for the planet too.
ARO Block 1 in 102 Kirsche, 105 Rost, 116 Orange

ARO Block 2 in 117 Maigrün, 423 Hellgrau, 425 Taubengrau

ARO Block 3 in 272 Royal, 364 Himmel, 368 Himmel, 423 Hellgrau
Bottle Block in 332 Sahara + 385 Schlamm

Fish Block in 272 Royal, 308, Petrol, 548 Türkis, 686 Enzian

Diamond Block in 110 Rohweiß, 150 Weiß, 160 Beige
Hex Block in 309 Petrol, 423 Hellgrau, 425 Taubengrau, 548 Türkis

Goblet Block in 170 Asche + 686 Enzian

Hourglass Block in 377 Maigrün, 423 Hellgrau, 425 Taubengrau
Triangle 60 Block in 110 Rohweiß, 150 Weiß, 160 Beige, 180 Terracotta

Triangle 90 Block in 110 Rohweiß, 120 Wall, 130 Beige, 140 Terracotta

Vase Block in 150 Weiß + 613 Gletscher

filzfelt